Welcome to the Workshop proceedings of the 13th European Conference on Computer Vision, held during September 6–12, 2014 in Zurich, Switzerland. We are delighted that the main ECCV 2014 was accompanied by 28 workshops.

We received 38 workshop proposals on diverse computer vision topics. The evaluation process was not easy because of the high quality of the submissions, and the final 28 selected workshops complemented the main conference program. Nearly all of the workshops were running for a full day, with the exception of two half-day workshops and one two-day workshop. In the end, the addressed workshop topics constituted a good mix between novel current trends and traditional issues, without forgetting to address the fundamentals of the computational vision area.

We would like to thank all the Workshop Organizers for their hard work and for making the workshop sessions a great success. We hope that participants enjoyed the workshops, together with the associated papers included in these volumes.

Kind regards / mit freundlichen Grüßen,

November 2014
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